Labs 4 – 7 will have the following format.

The class will be divided into few groups. Each group will work on some questions given at the beginning of the lab about the first hour (less, if everyone finishes early):

Then the lab Instructor will ask one student from each group to go to the board and present one of the problems, and we can have a class discussion on it. At the end of lab, each GROUP hands in the answers to these problems.

Grading: The weighting of the parts for these labs will be 20% oral, 80% written. The oral grade depends on the presentation done in the lab and the written grade depends on the paper submitted with answers to the questions given. Because the problems will be gone over in lab before they're turned in, I expect the grades on the written part will be at or near 100. Each member of the group gets the same grade.

Number of groups: Depend on the number of students in class
Questions: Will be given to you at the beginning of the lab and most of these questions come from homework.